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Introduction
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Employers benefit from hiring newcomers.1 Newcomers can help businesses innovate and reach
previously untapped markets. Employers that leverage the insights and distinct perspectives of
newcomers have a competitive advantage when developing products and delivering services.

Forward-thinking employers are already working with local and regional stakeholders to engage
newcomer talent. Some of them are doing more than simply contracting with for-profit temp
agencies to address short-term and entry-level talent shortages: successful companies are working
with the settlement sector to address the particular needs and challenges they face. Employment
related service provider organizations, or SPOs,2 bring their own tools, knowledge, and networks of
talent to connect employers looking for skilled, diverse talent with job-ready newcomer candidates
eager to build their career in Canada.

Employers that partner with SPOs to engage the newcomer talent pool can gain valuable skills and
experience, improve recruitment and retention, and reduce expenses related to hiring and training.
Drawing on SPO expertise in plans to increase inclusion and enhance diversity can give employers an edge
in today’s economy. Informed by the perspectives and experiences of employers in vital sectors of the
local economy, SPOs are able to offer responsive and targeted solutions to both their newcomer clients
and their corporate and organizational partners, such as occupation-specific skills training or soft skills
training. Such solutions are meant to put newcomers to work and to help employers find and retain skilled
and motivated talent.

With a bit of time, trust, and planning, effective partnerships with SPOs can be win-win:

• Employers can address key workforce challenges and meet key strategic objectives for their
stakeholders. 

• Simultaneously, SPOs can offer their newcomer clients meaningful work with employers that value
their international qualifications.

How can you get started? Let’s have a look.

1 Newcomers are defined as immigrants or refugees who have lived in Canada for a short time (usually less than five years).
2 A service provider organization (SPO) is defined as an agency that provides services for newcomers only or newcomers as one of its 

client groups. SPOs offer programs that can give newcomers resources and training to live and work in Canada.
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This guide is for employers who are looking
to hire and retain newcomer talent in their
workforce by better engaging with SPOs and
the unique expertise and access to
newcomers they sustain. It builds upon the
strategies and recommendations discussed
in the “Effective Employer Engagement in 
Newcomer Skills Development Programs:
Findings Report” prepared by the Toronto Region
Immigrant Employment Council (TRIEC) and
Social Research and Demonstration Corporation
(SRDC), as part of a service delivery improvement
project funded by Immigration, Refugees and
Citizenship Canada (IRCC). The research findings
report summarizes emerging practices in SPO-
employer engagement, based on a desk-based
review as well as surveys and interviews with
SPOs and employers from across Canada. This
guidebook distills key ideas and strategies that
interested and motivated employers can put into
action.

In this guidebook, employers will find:

• Strategies for establishing and deepening
relationships with employment-related,
newcomer-serving SPOs to identify
unexplored opportunities that help meet key
workforce needs.

• Ideas for building cost-effective hiring and
training strategies supported by local SPOs.

• Tips for drawing on SPO expertise to foster
diverse, equitable, and inclusive workplace
cultures.

• Partnership strategies that help meet
CSR (Corporate Social  Responsibility) or
ESG (Environmental, Social, and
Governance) goals while more effectively
accessing international markets and
growth opportunities.

How Is my business/organization 
doing at engaging SPOs?

Maybe you’re looking to start connecting
with SPOs, establish new relationships
with others in your local community or 
economy, or try out new approaches 
alongside those you have worked with
before.

Consider using our Employer-SPO
Engagement Index to benchmark your
current level of engagement with
SPOs.

https://triec.ca/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/TRIEC-SDI-Project-Findings-Report_14Feb2023.pdf
https://triec.ca/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/TRIEC-SDI-Project-Findings-Report_14Feb2023.pdf
https://triec.ca/effective-employer-engagement/employer-spo-engagement-index/


Why Should Employers Engage 
with Employment-Related, 
Newcomer-Serving Organizations?
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Is there a case to be made for businesses and
organizations engaging with SPOs? Can business
and organizational leaders who invest their time
and effort into building relationships with SPOs
expect to be rewarded? Will engaging with SPOs
— and, in turn, with the many highly skilled
newcomers they serve — be productive and yield
meaningful rewards for employers? Briefly, the 
answer to these questions is “yes.”

As a bridge between employers and a highly
skilled and motivated segment of the labour
market, SPOs can help businesses make
recruitment more efficient and effective. SPOs
can help prepare and match their newcomer
clients based on an employer’s specific needs.
These are workers whom employers may have
difficulty retaining or are candidates that
employers may face challenges even knowing
how to reach in the first place. SPOs can coach
candidates, incumbents and employer partner
staff to help facilitate hiring, onboarding, and
retention. This, in turn, can help realize cost
savings in the recruitment process and from
reduced turnover.

SPOs Can Help with Your 
Recruitment Needs

Common reasons for partnering with SPOs are
to improve recruitment services and supports for
newcomer jobseekers, specifically by:

• Expanding the candidate pool: SPOs can
help reduce recruitment costs and improve
retention rates amongst new hires by pre-
screening candidates sourced from their
own client databases.

• Enhancing recruitment and hiring 
effectiveness: SPOs can work with human
resource (HR) practitioners and industry
experts to tailor training that better
prepares the talent pool for the specific skills
and workplace knowledge demanded by
Canadian businesses/organizations.

• Facilitating direct engagement between 
employers and newcomer talent: Some SPOs
have worked with employers to create
transformative opportunities for newcomer
talent to interact with Canadian businesses/
organizations, such as through job fairs,
networking events, bridging programs, and
mentoring partnerships.

• Providing in-demand skills development for
newcomers: SPOs offer both general and
industry-focused skills training to jobseekers
and incumbents that meet recurring and
emerging needs of employers.

• Reducing hiring and onboarding costs:
SPOs have access to resources and
training incentives that are meant to both
help newcomers find work but also keep
recruitment expenses low.



Preparing To Engage with an Employment-Related SPO

Some employment-related SPOs that serve newcomer clients have a history of
effectively engaging with employers. These agencies are astute at recognizing, and
even anticipating, business/organizational needs, goals, and priorities. Other SPOs are
eager to gain fluency to speak the language of employers.

This eagerness to learn is a key strength: just as SPOs are keen to learn about the
cultures and values of the newcomer communities they support to enhance their
services, they are also motivated to learn how to better engage with
businesses/organizations in a variety of industries to offer value to both of these
audiences.

• What are some of the things you and your business/organization can do to be a good 
partner, or to become a better one?

• What are key steps employers should take before effectively engaging with a newcomer-
serving SPO?

Use this checklist to assess if your business/organization is ready to engage, or to
engage more deeply, with one or more SPOs to address current or anticipated needs.
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How to Use this Checklist

• Internally, businesses/organizations can reflect on items checked and unchecked to better
understand and communicate the case for building capacity, researching labour market
intelligence, and developing an organizational strategy in support of better engaging 
newcomer talent in the short- and long-term.

• Externally, businesses can share the list during conversations with SPOs and listen for
their responses: Which SPOs have potential to work with you to develop the right
solutions? What information or resources could you offer to SPOs to learn more about
your business/organization or industry to help them better serve needs?



Preparing To Engage with an Employment-Related SPO

Staff Readiness Why is this important?

❑ One or more staff, HR leaders,
and/or senior leadership have
available time

❑ One or more staff, HR leaders, and/or
senior administration have received
authorization at an executive level

• Dedicated and protected time will
ensure that connections are made,
and relationships are built

• Official sign-off shows staff that the
initiative is legitimate, and that their
effort will be recognized and
rewarded

Community Awareness / “Market Research” Why is this important?

❑ We are already aware of the SPOs
our sector colleagues and/or
competitors have engaged with.

❑ We have a sense of which local/
community SPOs we should
approach: Interactive SPO 
Mapping

❑ We have the names and contact
information of individuals
(Executive Directors, job
developers, partnership leads,
and so on) we can approach or
reconnect with.

• Conducting and consolidating
“market research” about SPOs and
how others in the sector have
accessed newcomer talent through
their networks can be valuable

• Compiling a database of key SPO
contacts from different
organizations can help you drive
the relationship-building to suit your
priorities

Engagement Goals Why is this important?

❑ We have a plan or list of goals we
want SPOs to help us achieve.

❑ We have target groups of
newcomers (youth, women, and so
on) that we want to prioritize.

• What are your pain points? How can
strategic workforce solutions
developed with SPOs help?

• How can SPO engagement help you
sustainably meet your EDI (Equity,
Diversity and Inclusion), ESG, and
CSR goals?

Effective Employer Engagement in Newcomer Skills Development Programs 
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https://triec.ca/effective-employer-engagement/interactive-mapping-of-spos/
https://triec.ca/effective-employer-engagement/interactive-mapping-of-spos/


SPOs Can Help Address 
Retention and Other Workforce 
Challenges

Beyond recruitment and retention, SPOs are
also well positioned within local economies
to support other business/organizational
development objectives. For example, many 
SPOs can:

• support employers to address retention 
challenges

• help employers create safe and inviting 
workplaces for newcomers and meet 
corporate EDI, CSR and ESG goals

• help employers understand the 
immigration system

Addressing retention challenges
Once newcomers are hired, SPOs can
continue to provide support to keep them
in the workplace and support their
development and progression in their
roles. SPOs can provide a range of 
sustainable workforce solutions including 
in-work or post-hire services to new hires, 
their supervisors and HR leaders to help 
smooth transitions and onboarding
periods. Examples of services SPOs have
offered HR departments and business
owners include:

• translation or interpretation services 
during new staff orientation.

• capacity-building support aligned with 
corporate learning and development 
strategies, such as training for staff and 
leadership on cross-cultural 
competency, and inclusive recruitment
and onboarding.

• one-on-one coaching and problem-
solving for supervisors to address 
emerging and recurring performance 
issues, both during and beyond 
onboarding periods.
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Creating safe and inviting workplaces for
newcomers
With a deep knowledge of newcomer needs,
strengths, and goals, and a commitment to
growing the local economy, SPOs are an ally
for employers motivated to build newcomer-
inclusive workplaces. SPOs can provide  
services to employers such as tools and
resources for EDI training and staff mentoring
in cross-cultural communications and
intercultural competency. In doing so, SPOs
can help employers become more responsive
to newcomer needs and develop workplaces
that are diverse, equitable, inclusive and
foster a sense of belonging.

Understanding the immigration system
Drawing on cultural knowledge of newcomer 
communities, an understanding of relevant 
immigration policies and newcomer experiences,
some SPOs can play a role in supporting
employers to navigate permanent residency
applications for newcomer incumbents and
understand applications under provincial or
federal nominee programs.



Employer Misconceptions 
About SPOs
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Preoccupied by understanding and addressing their own hiring and recruitment needs, few employers
are likely to come across, let alone actively search for, information on how SPOs might help. Indeed,
little SPO marketing exists that precisely or effectively demonstrates their value in addressing
employers’ needs.

This section is meant to demystify the possibilities. It will highlight several common misconceptions
that help explain why so many employers are missing out, and then share the perspectives of several
employers that see the value of partnering with SPOs to achieve their business/organizational goals
while supporting newcomers in their communities.

Misconception 1: “SPOs Just Don’t Understand Businesses”

Though not always voiced out loud, there is a concern that an organization that provides social services —
really any non-profit — simply cannot comprehend, let alone effectively respond to, the contextualized
needs of businesses.

FACT: Many SPOs exercise business principles and utilize client-centered approaches. Many see
individual jobseekers as not only clients but also their customers, and local businesses as another client
group as well. SPOs make efforts to become attuned to the needs of local businesses, and all strive to be 
adaptive and flexible, capable of responding quickly to provide effective and inclusive workforce 
solutions.

“I think they have a lot of very capable people. And their ability to meet your needs 
relatively quickly has been very helpful … We appreciate anytime we’ve worked with

[an SPO].” — Small employer in Atlantic Canada

Misconception 2: “SPOs are Focused on Newcomers, Not on What 
Businesses Need”

Some employers may believe that SPOs are singularly focused on newcomer clients' employment
outcomes and lack awareness of business/organizational needs.

FACT: SPOs cannot effectively support newcomer clients’ labour market entry in Canada without engaging
businesses and supporting their talent needs. By connecting their client database and community
knowledge with employers’ hiring needs, SPOs can be an important partner for businesses/organizations
of all sizes.

“I’ve developed close relationships with the program managers [at one SPO] … We know 
what programs they run. For example, tomorrow, we have a planning meeting with [the 

SPO] regarding expanding our workshops to another bridging program. I find that 
transparency, that close working relationship, adds value to both sides …” — Large

employer in Central Canada



Misconception 3: “SPO Clients Can Only Fill Entry-Level Roles.”

This is a persistent misconception held by employers, one that falsely assumes newcomers lack the skills,
abilities, or qualities (such as “Canadian experience”) to find, keep and succeed in a job.

FACT: Most newcomers arrive under the federal government’s economic immigrant stream, meaning
they are already highly skilled (and often highly experienced as well) even before arriving in Canada.
SPO clients possess years of relevant professional experience and formal education, consisting of both
technical and transferable skills. Too few employers have realized that with such expertise, newcomers 
not only bring valuable skills and experience, but also knowledge and understanding of important
prospective markets for products and services. 57.4% of surveyed SPOs said that their services are
specifically to meet the employment and settlement needs of highly skilled newcomers.

Employers that maintain misconceptions have yet to realize that embracing newcomer talent and
investing in the recruitment and development of this segment of the labour market holds a key to
unlocking economic success. It’s becoming increasingly clear that those employers that persist in
maintaining unfounded biases and discriminatory workplace cultures prevent their businesses/
organizations from engaging with and being enriched by an important pool of talent and expertise,
as well as an important client and consumer base.

Some employers — particularly those that find themselves stalled in their inclusive hiring efforts,
having had mixed experiences with newcomer-targeted recruitment campaigns or because of retention
challenges they faced — may find these misconceptions illuminating. They are not alone in struggling
to make EDI initiatives stick: fortunately, such issues are among those readily addressed by allied
SPOs. Employers eager to begin fully capitalizing on the business and social development opportunities
newcomers present need only reach out to SPOs to begin to correct these misconceptions.
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“I think they save us money. That’s the main thing, because instead of going to a recruiting 
agency, which I have done in the past, and it’s so expensive, I think the SPO is so much 

better to deal with. There are minimal costs, not as much as a staffing agency. But I think 
here, the other benefit [is] that these SPOs have already done most of the checklist work. 

So, they are checking which candidates they have on profile or in their database. Then 
when we request certain things, [candidates are] already shortlisted, they're already 

meeting that criterion.” —Medium-sized employer in Central Canada 

Of surveyed employers:

felt that SPOs have helped them 
with finding good candidates

with increasing their workplace
diversity

with improving their recruitment
and hiring practices

with increasing their cultural
competency

56.4%

37.6%

35.6%

33.7%

with improving business performance

with enhancing public image as a 
business/organization committed to EDI

with lowering turnover

with reducing hiring/training 
expenses

29.7%

28.7%

27.7%

23.8%

Source: TRIEC (2023). Effective Employer Engagement in Newcomer Skills Development Programs: Findings Report. 
Toronto: TRIEC.

https://triec.ca/effective-employer-engagement/interactive-mapping-of-spos/
https://triec.ca/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/TRIEC-SDI-Project-Findings-Report_14Feb2023.pdf


How Can Employers Engage, or 
Engage Better, with SPOs?
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Whether establishing new relationships,
reinvigorating past relationships, or sustaining
existing relationships with SPOs or growing
them, there are a number of engagement and 
partnership activities you can undertake to
ensure your efforts and investments yield
results. Some activities require virtually no
planning — more or less showing up — while
others may require continuous involvement by
multiple team members committed over
months or years.

A useful metaphor may be to see the activities
as items on a menu: one can expect some to
be light and quick, while others demand more 
time and greater preparation. The menu (see 
page 12) will give employers who are 
committed to cultivating partnerships with
SPOs, a range of ideas about how to do it.
Some of the activities described are relatively 
simple and straightforward, requiring little time
or resources. Others are more involved, 
requiring more time and effort as well as more 
involvement from staff and leadership across 
the company. Some make sense for smaller 
businesses/organizations, while others are 
better suited to those operating at scale, or at 
least affiliated with industry associations. Some 
actions might be initiated and managed over 
email or an occasional phone call, while others 
might involve being present and on site.

The activities listed in the menu are related to
the core reasons for why employers would want 
to work with SPOs to more effectively engage
with newcomer talent. Listed at the start of this
guide, these core reasons include:

• Expanding the candidate pool
• Enhancing recruitment and hiring effectiveness
• Facilitating direct engagement between 

employers and newcomer talent
• Providing in-demand skills development for 

newcomers
• Reducing hiring and onboarding costs

Intensity of Engagement and 
Degree of Impact

Employers at the low to medium end of the 
spectrum of engagement, may find testing out
activities in the menu or doing them more often
will be a great way to initiate or build a 
relationship with a SPO. As your 
business/organization gets more familiar with
sampling these activities, it may become
interested in something more substantial. While
these higher engagement items might come with
a greater cost or might require additional
commitment, your business/organization might
find the results more satisfying and well worth
the additional investment.

“I think the immigrants, or foreign talents, bring a really interesting perspective to our [work].
They help us innovate beyond regional boundaries, provincial boundaries, or even a 

national boundary. They bring perspectives that we have not seen before. Their mindset is a
little bit more open where they can bring international experience at the tip of [their] 

fingers to help us understand how the world operates. More than 90% of our business
is not in Canada. So, it’s very important for us to understand the industries beyond our 

local region. Not to mention the language that we have access to where they provide us
extensive translation services or customer facing communication that otherwise we 

would not have access to.” — Small employer in Central Canada



Menu of Employer Engagement Actions and Initiatives, by
Level of Engagement

Low Engagement Medium Engagement High Engagement

Definition Businesses only 
engage SPOs 
infrequently 
(once  per month
or less), and 
usually 
reactively to fill a 
role

Businesses engage 
SPOs more often in a 
wider variety of 
initiatives

Businesses engage 
more continuously 
and intensively with
one or more SPOs, 
and often in ways 
that integrate
or coordinate 
multiple initiatives

Example  
Actions

• Job posts
• Provide input

and feedback
• Information 

sessions (e.g., 
as guest
speakers)

• Resources or 
sponsorship of 
events

• Professional  
mentorship 
initiatives

• Networking and 
recruitment events

• Informational/ 
mock interviews

• Training design 
and curriculum 
co-development

• Deliver and/or 
host training 
activities

• Direct hiring of 
SPO clients

• Work-Integrated 
Learning (WIL) 
participation

• SPO advisory 
participation

• Champion SPOs 
and their clients
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LOW ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES:

Actions that are low engagement leverage existing resources or efforts in working with SPOs. They may
be more sporadic, happening only once in a while and with little, if any, ongoing commitment. Examples
include:

• Contacting an SPO for help advertising job posts. Based on hiring needs, SPOs may be able to quickly
post on their bulletin boards to amplify or broaden reach into their own networks.

• Providing input and feedback. Employers can contribute their knowledge and experience to SPO
sponsored surveys, interviews, or focus groups. Sharing key sector and industry knowledge can help
keep SPOs current on business needs and dynamic economic contexts.

• Participating in information sessions as guest speakers. SPOs may help coordinate events where
employers speak to their newcomer clients about their business/organization, any opportunities they
are currently or recurrently hiring for, or on any number of topics.



“… We did a session recently with HR managers, asking questions, trying to understand the
culture of work for our clients. So, the room was full of newcomers, asking these HR
people questions. And that helps people to understand the differences, the subtle

differences. It helps them to understand what the employer is looking for, so that they can 
then reflect back to the employer [that] they have those skills.” — SPO in Atlantic Canada
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MEDIUM ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES:

These include direct involvement with newcomer jobseekers or incumbents and require a degree of
sustained effort by business leaders, their staff members, or both. Examples include:

• Contributing resources or sponsorship of events. Employers that can offer even modest financial or in
kind supports and sponsorship to non-profit SPOs is a powerful form of engagement. In-kind resources
might include offering event, meeting, or training facilities at low cost or free of charge, and/or
volunteering staff time to support events and programs, such as mentoring.

• Support of and involvement in professional mentorship initiatives. Business/organizational leaders
may be mentors to newcomer talent, not only for those early in their careers, but also for those who
aspire for leadership positions.

• Participating in networking and recruitment events. Business/organizational leaders participating as
guest speakers has been mentioned above; however, more interactive opportunities are also possible,
where employers can speak one-on-one with prospective candidates. Job fairs can cast a wide net,
whereas more industry-specific networking events can help attract a more specialized and focused
cohort of prospective applicants.

• Participating in informational interviews/mock interviews. Employers (including hiring managers) may 
help facilitate mock interviews to help cultivate candidates' job search skills. Employers may offer
informational interviews or “coffee chats” to individual SPO clients in order to help provide insight into
a workplace, an employment sector or industry, or to the Canadian job market in general.

HIGH ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES:

It is important to note that employers who are highly engaged with SPOs have not developed these
relationships overnight. A great deal of trust and mutual understanding has been established between
these SPOs and employers, with SPOs “getting” emerging and recurring employer needs and employers
becoming effective “champions” for SPOs, their work, and even of their individual clients.

Most of the following activities involve employers being engaged at the earliest points in the recruitment
process: even before job posts have been developed and well before prospects are being hired — in fact,
during skills training and talent development. There is, however, an important place for opening up
organization and industry processes and access to staff (including HR and management), particularly for
employers who are seeking to integrate EDI principles and practices more deeply into their organizational
cultures. Examples of these more resource-intensive but also impactful initiatives include:



• Direct involvement in training design and curriculum development. Business/organizational leaders
that work with SPOs to help design (or co-design) the curriculum and learning activities of their
training can most effectively meet the evolving needs of employers while being responsive to those of
the newcomer clients. Employers may have input into the content of training materials, the design of
learning activities, or both.

• Direct involvement in training delivery. Employers may leverage their skills, facilities, and knowledge for 
effective training delivery. For example, employers may offer places at their work to host short-
duration activities like job shadowing, workplace tours, or site visits; they may offer recurrent or longer
duration spaces, such as boardrooms, labs, or equipment for specialized training. Employers may also
host internships or other work placement opportunities, including in seasonal and non-seasonal roles.
Finally, employers participate in in-work (post-hire) support programs to help with retention and
progression of newcomers in the weeks, months, and even years after they have been hired.
Sometimes this involves echoing in-class training content across actual workplace situations, but it
may also mean serving to coach newcomer hires and their supervisors in culturally responsive ways.

• Provide job opportunities to SPO clients (direct hiring). A clear way businesses and employers can
better engage with partnering SPOs is to recruit from candidate pools provided by SPOs whenever
possible.

• Coordination of Work-Integrated Learning (WIL) opportunities. Canadian businesses are increasingly
recognizing the value of experiential learning and work-based learning as key strategies for achieving
workforce goals and improving retention. A few employers are recognizing the value of working with
SPOs to facilitate work placements, practicum opportunities, and even integrated bridging programs
for newcomer jobseekers and incumbents.

• Participate in SPO advisory meetings. Local SPOs may host sector- or industry-specific advisory
meetings to better understand how to prepare their clients for the needs of regional employers and
businesses.

• Industry advocacy and community leadership. Employers on the Board of Directors of SPOs, in
industry-advisory groups, and in labour market and other business leadership councils can all serve to
champion for better engagement with SPOs amongst their professional networks and at a policy level.

These activities are a representative but incomplete summary of possible actions to improve employer-SPO
engagement across varying levels of intensity. To create conditions conducive to partnering with SPOs,
employers may also work to champion equity, diversity and inclusion. This applies particularly when companies
do more than acknowledge the importance of EDI but also embed principles in practice. This includes enacting
training programs and recruitment strategies and measuring their effectiveness at making more inclusive
workplace cultures and bringing diverse talent into businesses/organizations at all levels.
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Sustaining Engagement
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Successful Engagement: 
Quality Over Quantity

It should be clear that, even for larger
companies, developing rich and engaging
relationships with SPOs is a long term 
investment, with  success  being more a
measure of the stories of workplace
engagement, belonging, and professional
success than any key performance
indicator alone.

We hope that this guidebook provides a
framework and practical tools to help your
business/organization see the value and
build relationships with SPOs. To learn more
about the “Effective Employer Engagement
in Newcomer Skills Development Programs”
project and access additional resources
please visit the project webpage: 
triec.ca/effective-employer-engagement

Several SPOs put in a lot of time and effort to
remain engaged with their employer network,
with many aiming to communicate weekly or
to stay in touch at least a few times a month.
Engaged businesses try to remain similarly
active, sharing available opportunities with
SPOs and offering them support whenever
possible.

Alongside frequent engagement, employers
have found that strategic and proactive
engagement is also helpful, as it helps avoid
miscommunication with partners and provides
opportunities to manage more effectively hiring
and recruitment issues with newcomer talent.

Some SPOs work with their clients in the
weeks and months following a placement,
and even after probationary hiring periods, to
support employees once they have been
hired. Employers who seek to actively support
their employees and engage SPOs during this
ongoing transitional period are not typical but
make this effort because they perceive the
value of this investment in in-work (or post-
hire) support programs.

https://triec.ca/effective-employer-engagement/


Visit our website:
https://triec.ca/

Connect with us on LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com

Follow us on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/triec

Sign up online for our newsletter:
https://triec.ca/contact-us-2/triec-e-newsletters/

https://triec.ca/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/toronto-region-immigrant-employment-council-triec-/
https://twitter.com/triec
https://triec.ca/contact-us-2/triec-e-newsletters/
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